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RadioSecure™
Seal. Track. Trace.
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RadioSecure™ Master

RadioSecure™ SLM

RadioSecure™ SLM-x

RadioSecure™ SLM-i

The RadioSecure SLM is the base

The RadioSecure SLM-x is also the base

The RadioSecure SLM-i is our latest

member of the RadioSecure range of

member of the RadioSecure range of

innovation using satellite communication

products with wireless connectivity to the

products and behaves exactly as the

on areas where there is no GSM

SLA, SLE, SLL and SLS. RadioSecure SLM

RadioSecure SLM. The advantage of

coverage.

periodically reports security and

RadioSecure SLM-x is that it has an extra

environmental status via GSM

large battery pack and hence the longer

infrastructure to a hosted web base

battery lifespan.

supply chain security and location

RadioSecure SLM-i is also the base
member of the RadioSecure range and
has all the features of SLM-x with the

The RadioSecure SLM-x also has wireless

extra feature of GSM failover. It also has

connectivity to the SLA, SLE, SLL and SLS

wireless connectivity to the SLA, SLE, SLL

In the event of unauthorized unsealing or

and periodically reports security and

and SLS and preriodically reports

violation of any preset parameters,

environmental status via GSM

security and environmental status to a

RadioSecure SLM will switch to event

infrastructure.

hosted web base supply chain security.

visibility system.

reporting without any time lag.

The RadioSecure™ IVM is beyond a standard GPS/GSM Freight Management
tracker. The RF, GSM and GPS antennas are integrated and RF tuned to the specific
casing to mitigate tampering. Any attempt to remove the front or back cover of the
RadioSecure IVM will trigger an instantaneous alert. Easy installation and IP57
compliant.
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RadioSecure SLA is a creative innovation for tracking conveyances and assets using active RFID, GPRS and GPS
technology. The RadioSecure SLA provides security tampering sensor more than a simplistic inspection system, the
RadioSecure SLA enables shippers, manufacturers, and logistics service providers as well as asset owners to
actively monitor the security and integrity of shipments or asset as their goods move through the supply chain.

RadioSecure™ SLA
The RadioSecure SLA is a family member of the RadioSecure range of products with
wireless connectivity to the IVM or SLM. RadioSecure SLA periodically reports
security status wirelessly to the RadioSecure SLM or RadioSecure IVM which will
report via GSM infrastructure to a hosted web base supply chain security and
visibility system. In the event of unauthorized unsealing or tampering of the
RadioSecure SLA, it will cause the Master to event heartbeat without any time lag.

RadioSecure™ SLL
The RadioSecure SLL is a creative innovation that provide real-time lighting sensing.
It is ideal for security tracking if tampering of container occurs without trigeering the
Master. In the event of unauthorized unsealing or tampering of the RadioSecure SLA,
it will cause the Master to event heartbeat without any time lag.

RadioSecure™ SLE
The RadioSecure SLE couples with RadioSecure SLM or RadioSecure IVM to provide
real-‐time security, temperature and humidity sensing. RadioSecure SLE is ideal for
security and environmental tracking of sensitive and perishable goods such as
medical supplies, food and chemical. It enables shippers, manufacturers, and
logistics service providers and asset owners to actively monitor the security and
quality integrity of shipments or asset as their goods move through the supply chain
and to take appropriate corrective measures should violation occurs.

RadioSecure™ SLS
The RadioSecure SLS is a family member of the RadioSecure range of products with
wireless connectivity to the IVM or SLM. RadioSecure SLS behaves exactly like
RadioSecure SLA but has a bigger battery pack and has an adjustable cable length
which enables it to seal most asset. In the event of unauthorized unsealing or
tampering of the RadioSecure SLA, it will cause the Master to event heartbeat without
any time lag.	
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